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Time-Dependent Gain Adjustment

1.1

Des ription

The ontinuous exposure of the ACIS CCDs to parti le radiation auses a steady in rease in the hargetransfer ineÆ ien y (CTI) of the dete tors. As a result, the typi al pulse height re orded for an X-ray of a
given energy is de lining with time. This kind of hange in the \gain" of the dete tors and a hange in the
ele troni gain of the ACIS-I1 CCD is alibrated (for CTI-adjusted data) and re orded in a set of \t gain"
ARD les. This do ument des ribes the format of these les.
1.2

Some HDU 1 Keywords

1. HDUNAME = AXAF TGAIN
2. HDUCLASS = ASC
3. HDUCLAS1 = DETCHAR
4. HDUCLAS2 = TGAIN
5. EPOCH1
6. EPOCH2
The keywords EPOCH1 and EPOCH2 are used to interpolate the gain adjustment in time. The values of
these keywords orrespond to the middle of ea h epo h used to reate the ARD le. An epo h is three months
long. The date en oded as part of the name of the ARD le orresponds to the beginning of EPOCH1. The
values of EPOCH1 and EPOCH2 are the number of se onds in mission elapsed time (i.e. the number of
se onds sin e 00:00:00, January 1, 1998).

1.3

HDU 1 Columns

1. CCD ID
2. CHIPX LO
3. CHIPX HI
4. CHIPY LO
5. CHIPY HI
6. NPOINTS
7. PHA
8. DELTPHA1
9. DELTPHA2
The rst ve olumns uniquely determine a region on one of the ACIS CCDs. For all events o urring
on this region, the amount of harge (in adu) to be subtra ted from the pulse height amplitude (PHA)
of an event, is omputed using the olumns PHA, DELTPHA1 and DELTPHA2. The olumn PHA is a
tabulation of the pulse heights at whi h the adjustments are alibrated. The adjustments for EPOCH1
and EPOCH2 are stored in the olumns DELTPHA1 and DELTPHA2, respe tively. These adjustments are
roughly proportional to PHA1=2 . The adjustment for an event is linearly interpolated between the tabulated
PHA values and between EPOCH1 and EPOCH2 using the values of PHA and TIME for the event.
Some of the elements in the ve tor olumns PHA, DELTPHA1 and DELTPHA2 may be invalid. The
number of valid elements is spe i ed by the value in the olumn NPOINTS.
1.4

File Size

The size of a t gain ARD le is dominated by the amount of data in the olumns PHA, DELTPHA1 and
DELTPHA2. For example, as of June 4, 2003, ea h row of a t gain ARD le has 411 elements in ea h of
these three olumns. Sin e the three olumns are lled with 4-byte real numbers, one row of the ARD le
has about 4932 (411  3  4) bytes. The number of rows in a le is simply the total number of regions on
the CCDs that have been alibrated. Ea h of the ve alibrated front-side CCDs (ACIS-I0, -I1, -I2, -I3 and
-S2) has 128 separate regions. The one alibrated ba k-side CCD (ACIS-S3) has 1024. Therefore, the total
size of one t gain ARD le is approximately 8.2 Mb (4932  (5  128 + 1024)). The a tual size is slightly
larger due to the ontent in the other olumns and the headers.
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